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Examples of Activities
Look, Cover, Write, Check

Mind Mapping

Explaining a Diagram

Step 1: Read the part of the section
you want to remember.
Step 2: Read it again.

Step 3: Read it aloud.
Step 4: Cover the part you are
remembering with your book.

Step 1: Read the part of the section
you want to remember.
Step 2: Draw a mind map with the
key information.
Step 3: Add and extra information
that provides more detail about the
topic

Step 1: Read, cover and recreate the
diagram.

Step 2: Write a paragraph explaining
what is happening in the diagram
and give
Step 6: Check your answers with a
specific examples.
tick for correct answers or a cross for
Step 4: Check your answers using the Step 3: Check your answers using
incorrect.
information in all three sections of your class notes or ask your teacher
to check in your next lesson.
Step 7: Correct your mistakes with
the Knowledge Organiser.
the information from that section.
Step 5: Correct any mistakes
Step 5: Correct any mistakes
Step 5: Write as much as you can
remember in your exercise book.
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Year 9 Unit 1: OUTSIDERS
Genre Conventions (Typical features of narrative)
Narrative voice

Narrative voice is the perspective the story is told
from. The writer chooses a narrative voice carefully,
as it can have an important effect on the story and the
reader’s response.

Double
meaning

Literal meaning is meant to entertain the reader,
whilst the hidden meaning has a profound message
that the author wants to portray. For example,
injustice in society.

Characterisati
on

The creation or construction of a fictional character.
This allows readers to more fully understand the
motivations of the characters from how they are
portrayed by the author.

Motif

A motif is a symbolic image or idea that appears
frequently in a story. Motifs strengthen a story by
adding images and ideas to the theme present
throughout the narrative.

Use of tier 3 techniques (see yellow box)

Vocabulary tier 2
Hierarchy
(Noun)

Definitions

Analysing texts – What, How, Why
WHAT has the
writer done?

The writer has:
explored/ illustrated/ portrayed/ presented/ repeated/
focused upon…

How has the
writer done this?

Using the adjective/verb/ imagery/noun “__________”
which suggests ______________

WHY has the
writer done this?

Perhaps the writer wanted to:
Criticise/teach/demonstrate/ warn/
entertain/educate/challenge
The writer might also have wanted the reader to:
Feel (insert emotion) because…
Empathise with…because
Understand that…because…

Vocabulary – tier 3
Cyclical
Structure
Foreshadowing

A system ranking members according to status.

Allegory

Manipulate
(Verb)

Control or influence (a person or situation)
cleverly or unscrupulously.

Symbolism
Context

Inevitable
(Noun/Adj.)

A situation that is certain to happen;
unavoidable.

Incentive
(Noun)
Marginalise
(Verb)

A thing that encourages or motivates someone
to do something.
treat (a person, group, or concept) as
insignificant or peripheral.

Climax

Tension
Connotation

Definitions

A text that moves in a cycle, returning to the beginning
point at the end of the text.
When the writer gives a hint of what is to come in the text
later on.
A text that can be interpreted to have a hidden moral or
political meaning.
The use of signs to signify ideas and qualities.
the setting within which a work of writing is situated.
Context provides meaning and clarity to the intended
message.
Climax is the highest point of tension or drama in
a narratives’ plot. Often, climax is also when the main
problem of the story is faced and solved by the
main character or protagonist.
Tension in a literary context is the sense that something
ominous is right around the corner.
A connotation is a feeling or idea that a word has, in
addition to its literal or main meaning (the denotation).

Subject: Maths Year: 9 Term: Autumn 1
Section 1: Key Vocabulary
Tier 3 vocabulary

Definition

Sum

The total when numbers are
added
The result when numbers are multiplied

Product
Multiple

Factor

Simplify

Expression

The result of multiplying a number by a
whole number e. g. 18 is a multiple of 3
because 3x6=18
A number that divides another number
exactly e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 12 are
factors of 12
Replace a mathematical expression by
an equivalent, less complex expression

Numerator

A simple algebraic term. It does not
equal anything. 2a+3b
To remove the brackets by
multiplying .
The reverse of expanding, done by
‘taking out’ any common factors the
terms have.
The top part of a fraction

Denominator

The bottom part of a fraction

Quadratic
Algebraic

Used to describe anything where the
highest power of x is x2
Something written using algebra

Tier 2 vocabulary

Definition

Represent

Show in a useful way

Substitute

Swap one thing for another

Equivalent

When two things have the same value
or effect
Find a numerical answer

Expand
Factorise

Calculate

Section 3: Possible exam/CAF-style questions
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Subject: Maths Year: 9 Term: Autumn 1

Year 9 Maths Independent learning
w/b 6th September
Section 1: Vocabulary
w/b 13th September
Section 2: Key Facts
w/b 20th September
Section 3: CAF Questions
w/b 27th September
Section 1: Vocabulary
w/b 4th October
Section 2: Key Facts
w/b 11th October
Section 3: CAF Questions

Find the highest common factor of 16 and 20.

Find the lowest common multiple of 10 and 12.
Hegarty Maths Video Numbers: Unsure 27
Expand 5(x + 3)

Confident 31,34

Factorise 8y - 12
Hegarty Maths Video Numbers: Unsure 160, 168
Expand and simplify (x + 2)(x +5)

Confident 161, 169

Expand and simplify (y + 3)(y—4)
Hegarty Maths Video Number: Unsure 162 Confident 163, 164
Factorise x2 + 5x + 6
Factorise x2 - 8x + 15
Hegarty Maths Video Number: Unsure 223 Confident 227
Expand (a + 5)(a– 5)

Factorise b2 - 9
Hegarty Maths Video Number: Unsure 165 Confident 224
Simplify

Hegarty Maths Video Number: 229
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GCSE Biology
Section A: Basic Cells key vocabulary
Definition

Prokaryotes

A single-celled organism e.g. bacteria

Nucleus

Contains the genetic information of
the cell

Eukaryotes

Animals and plants are eukaryotes as
they are made of eukaryotic cells

Cytoplasm

Where many chemical reactions
take place in the cell

Cell
membrane

Keeps the cell together and controls
what goes in and out of the cell

Mitochondria

Energy is released here by
respiration

Ribosomes

Where proteins are made

Stem cell

An undifferentiated cell which can
differentiate into many different
types of cell

Specialised cells

A cell which performs a specific
function e.g. nerve cell, sperm cell,
muscle cell

Differentiation

The process by which a cell becomes
specialised for its job
The components within cells e.g.
nucleus, ribosomes etc.

Cell wall

ONLY PLANT CELLS: supports the cell

Cell organelles

Vacuole

ONLY PLANT CELLS: A storage space
filled with sap

Plasmids

Small ring of DNA found in bacteria
cells

Chloroplast

ONLY PLANT CELLS: a green disc that
allows the plant to make food by
photosynthesis

Magnification

To make things look bigger.
Magnification = Image size/real size

Section C: The Microscope

Section F: Specialised cells

Section B: Further Cells vocabulary

Key word

Resolution

Topic 1: Cell structure

The ability to distinguish between 2
points, high resolution gives a sharper
image

Section D: Plant and Animal cell
comparison
Section E: Prokaryotic cell

Section C: Cell Differentiation and Stem
cells

GCSE Chemistry
Section B: Atomic structure

Section A: Key Vocabulary
Tier 2 Vocabulary

Definition

Atom

The smallest part of an
element that can exist

Compound

Two or more elements
chemically combined in fixed
proportions

Mixture

Two or more elements or
compounds not chemically
combined together

Filtration

A process to separate solids
and liquids

Distillation

A process to separate
substances with different
boiling points by evaporating
and condensing

Chemical reaction

A reaction that involves the
formation of new elements or
compounds

Physical reaction

When a substance changes
state

Tier 3 Vocabulary

Definition

Atomic Number

The number of protons in the
nucleus of an atom. Elements
are arranged in order of
increasing atomic number in
the periodic table

Mass number

The sum of protons and
neutrons in an atom

Topic: Atomic structure and the
8
periodic table
Section C- Development of the atomic model

Plum pudding model- JJ Thomson

Nuclear model- Ernest Rutherford

Filling electron shells
1st shell– Maximum of 2 electrons
2nd shell- Maximum of 8 electrons
3rd shell- Maximum of 8 electrons
Bohr model-Niels Bohr
Particle

Charge

Relative Mass

Protons

+1

1

Neutrons

0

1

Electrons

-1

0.0005

GCSE Physics
Section B: Calculations

Section A: Key Vocabulary
Tier 2 Vocabulary Definition
Calculate
Describe
Explain

Use numbers given in the question to
work out the answer
Recall some facts, events or process in
an accurate way
Make something clear, or state the
reasons for something happening.

Tier 3 Vocabulary Definition
Kinetic Energy
Store
Gravitational
Potential Energy
Store
Elastic Potential
Energy Store
Chemical Energy
Store
Thermal Energy
Store
Magnetic Energy
Store
Electrostatic
Energy Store
Nuclear Energy
Store
Mechanical
Pathway
Heating Pathway

Anything that is moving.
Anything that has mass and is inside a
gravitational field.
Any object that is being stretched or
squashed (compressed).
Anything that can release energy by a
chemical reaction such as food, fuels
and batteries.
The hotter an object is, the more of
this energy store it has.
Anything magnetic that is interacting
with another magnet.
Anything with electric charge that is
interacting with another electric
charge.
Atomic nuclei have energy that can be
released in nuclear reactions.
A force causes an object to move so
mechanical work is done on the
object.
Energy is transferred from a hotter
object to a colder object.

Radiation Pathway

Energy is given out from a source,
such as light or sound.

Electrical Pathway

The transfers in an electrical circuit
due to charges moving.
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Required Practical: Specific Heat Capacity
Equipment Diagram

Kinetic Energy Store
𝟏
𝒎𝒗𝟐
𝟐
𝐸𝑘 = 𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝐽)
𝑚 = 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝑘𝑔)
𝑣 = 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑚𝑠 −1
Gravitational Potential Energy Store
𝑬𝒌 =

𝑬𝒑 = 𝒎𝒈𝒉
𝐸𝑝 = 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝐽)
𝑚 = 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝑘𝑔)
𝑔 = 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑚𝑠 −2
ℎ = ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑚)
Elastic Potential Energy store

𝟏 𝟐
𝒌𝒆
𝟐
𝐸𝑒 = 𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝐽)
𝑘 = 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝑚−1 )
𝑒 = 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑚)
Specific Heat Capacity
∆𝑬 = 𝒎𝒄∆𝜽
∆𝐸 = 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝐽)
𝑚 = 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝑘𝑔)
𝑐 = 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐽𝑘𝑔−1 °𝐶 −1
Efficiency
𝑬𝒆 =

𝒆𝒇𝒇𝒊𝒄𝒊𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒚 =

𝒖𝒔𝒆𝒇𝒖𝒍 𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒑𝒖𝒕 𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔𝒇𝒆𝒓
𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒑𝒖𝒕 𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒚 𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔𝒇𝒆𝒓
or

𝒆𝒇𝒇𝒊𝒄𝒊𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒚 =

𝒖𝒔𝒆𝒇𝒖𝒍 𝒑𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒑𝒖𝒕
𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒑𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒑𝒖𝒕

Efficiency has no unit but can be turned into a
percentage by multiplying by 100.

Method
1. Measure and record the mass of the copper block,
in kg.
2. Place a heater in the larger hole in the block.
Connect the ammeter, power pack and heater in
series.
3. Connect the voltmeter across the power pack.
4. Put a small amount of water in the other hole
using the pipette.
5. Put the thermometer in this hole.
6. Switch the power pack to 12 V and switch it on.
7. Record the ammeter and voltmeter readings.
These shouldn’t change during the experiment.
8. Measure the temperature and switch on the stop
clock.
9. Record the temperature every minute for 10
minutes. Your results table will need three
columns. Note that the time is measured in
seconds, so the column will go 0, 60, 120, etc

HISTORY
Key Vocabulary
Empire

A group of many different countries or states that are ruled over
by one country or leader.

Imperialism

Where a country extends its power and influence by taking over
other countries

Colony

The name given to a country that is controlled by another
country’s empire.
The act of one country taking over another country and making it
a colony of its empire.

Colonialism
Territory

An area of land that is under the control of a country or a state

Rebellion

An act of violence or resistance against a government or ruler.

Scramble for Africa

The name given to the mass colonisation of the continent of
Africa by European countries in the late 19th century and early
20th century.

Key Individuals and Groups

The British Empire
Why did Britain want an Empire?
Political - Reasons to do with the government and power over a country.
Controlling the people. Being seen as strong to other countries and leaders

Economic - Reasons to do with money. Things that make the country richer or
help them to trade goods
Social - Reasons to do with the ordinary people and how the people live their
lives.
Religious – Reasons to do with beliefs e.g. about god and worshipping. Wanting
other countries to follow the same religion as yours.
Military - Reasons to do with the armed forces of a country. Soldiers, weapons,
equipment. Being more powerful than other nations and rivals.

Key Dates
1599

East India Company was formed and starts
building trading warehouses in India

1700

War breaks out between British and French
companies in India

1757

Robert Clive overthrows the ruler of Bengal

1765

1770

Robert Clive becomes a hero in England
and starts to rule large parts of India for the
Queen
Captain Cook voyaged to Australia

1788

The process of colonizing Australia began

1806

South Africa was taken as a British territory

1850

Britain owned about 60% of India

1857

Indian mutiny took place

1880

The Scramble for Africa begins

Queen Victoria – The ruler of England during the height of the British Empire
Robert Clive - The man largely responsible for establishing British rule in India
Siraj-ud-Daula – The ruler of Bengal who was defeated by Robert Clive
Duleep Singh - An Indian man who spent a lot of time in England with Queen
Victoria
East India Company - A British trading company which ended up contributing to
British control of India
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Sepoys – Indian soldiers fighting in the British army
Captain Cook – A British sailor who ‘discovered’ Australia
Cecil Rhodes - A British miner and politician who was involved in the colonisation
of Africa
Zulus – A group of people indigenous to South Africa

Geography – Weather
Section A: Key Terms
Air Mass

An Air Mass is a large volume of air which
travels from one area to another.
The weather an air mass brings is determined
by the region it has come from and the type of
surface it has moved over.

Altitude

Like elevation, it means distance above sea
level.

Biomes

Global scale ecosystems characterised by
similar climate and plants, and animals.

Climate

the average weather over a period of 30 years

Climate
Change

when global temperatures begin to rise due to
too much heat being trapped by green house
gases

Cold front
Continental
ity

Where a cold air mass is replacing a warmer air
mass
A measure of the difference between climate
over continents and over the water,
characterised by warmer temperatures that
occur over land compared with water.

Cumulonim
bus clouds

Dense, towering vertical cloud observed during
a storm

Extreme
weather

A weather event that is significantly different
from the average.

Section C: Climate change and Extreme Weather

Section B: Key Information
1. Weather depressions

2. Why does climate vary around the world?

Causes of Climate Change
• Changes in the Earth’s orbit
The Earth’s orbit around the Sun is an ellipse, not a circle but the
ellipse changes shape.
Sometimes it is almost circular and the Earth stays about the
same distance from the Sun all the way around.
At other times the ellipse is longer and the Earth moves closer
and further away from the sun as it orbits.
When the Earth is closer to the sun our climate is warmer
• Volcanic eruption
When a volcano erupts and throws millions of tonnes of ash into
the Earth’s atmosphere over a period of several months it is likely
that the whole of the Earth would become cooler as more of the
sun’s energy would be reflected back into space.
• Oceans currents
If ocean currents moved position, the effects would be different
in different places. Places like the UK would become much colder
in winter.
If they stopped altogether, the results are unpredictable, but
there would be many climate changes around the world.
• Solar radiation
If the amount of energy arriving from the sun increased, global
temperatures would increase – the world would get warmer.
If the amount of energy arriving from the sun decreased, global
temperatures would decrease – the world would get cooler.
Extreme weather events
•
•
•

Greenhous
e Effect

Latitude

The natural process which stops all the heat
from escaping out into space and stops the
earth from freezing over.

•

The distance of a place north or south of the
equator, expressed in degrees and minutes.
The equator is 0, the north and south pole are
90 degrees N/S of the equator respectively.

•
•

Longitude

The distance eat and west of the Greenwich
meridian line

Maritime
influences

The effect of the ocean’s airflow on the climate
of the surrounding areas. Generally means
milder temperatures.

•

•
•

Hurricanes need a lot of heat to form, which is why they
usually occur over tropical seas (at least 26°C).
The sun is close to the equator, providing energy to heat the
ocean.
The warm ocean heats the air above it causing it to rise
rapidly.
Water evaporates quickly from the hot surface of the ocean,
so the rising air contains great amounts of water vapour.
The rising air starts to spin (anti-clockwise in the northern
hemisphere)
The centre of the storm - the eye - is calm.
As the air rises it cools, condenses and forms
towering cumulonimbus clouds.
The rapidly rising air creates an area of intense low pressure.
The low pressure sucks in air, causing very strong winds.
Once the storm moves over land it starts to lose energy and
fades

RE

Human Rights

A. Human Rights Key Vocabulary

CDHR

Cairo Declaration of Human Rights

Discrimination

Usury

Actions or behaviour that result from
prejudice
Also known as short-term aid; help
given to communities in a time of
disaster or crisis e.g. earthquake
The state of being equal, especially in
status, rights and opportunities
Misuse of power or money to get
others to do things for little or unfair
The right to worship, preach and
practise one’s faith in whatever way
one chooses within the law
The right to believe or practise
whatever religion one chooses
The basic freedoms to which all human
beings should be entitled
Bringing about what is right and fair,
according to the law, or making up for
a wrong that has been committed
Assistance given to a poor country,
possibly over a long period of time,
that has a lasting effect
The illegal movement of people,
typically for the purposes of forced
labour or commercial sexual
exploitation
Unfairly judging someone before the
facts are known; holding biased
opinions about an individual or group
A duty to care for, or having control
over, something or someone
Good actions or voluntary payments
that are undertaken for charitable
reasons
Ensuring that society treats people
fairly whether they are poor or wealthy
and protects people’s human rights
The act of loaning money with interest

UDHR

Universal Declaration of Human Rights

Zakah

Purification of wealth by giving 2.5% of
savings each year to the poor

Emergency Aid

Equality
Exploitation
Freedom of
religious
expression
Freedom of
religion
Human rights
Justice

Long-term aid

People
Trafficking

Prejudice

Responsibility
Sadaqah

Social justice

B. Human Rights Key Knowledge
Human Rights

UDHR created in 1948 after the second world war consisted of 30
articles outlining the rights that the UN regarded as the minimum rights
for all human beings. It was to promote freedom, justice and peace,
prevent persecution and recognise the value of every individual

Social Justice

The Bible teaches the God is a God of justice and that we have a duty to
care for each other. Jesus said that the 1st commandment is to love God
but the 2nd is to ‘love your neighbour’ as found n the Good Samaritan &
Parable of the sheep and goats.
The official state religion in the UK is Christianity, no one can be forced
to join the Church. Christianity teaches tolerance and harmony, religious
freedom is encouraged by religions for different reasons. Jesus taught
about religious freedom and most Christians will abide by this. It is the
right of individuals to worship in whatever way they choose and laws
forbid the persecution of members of other faiths or non-believers.
Believers are free to evangelise providing they do not preach hatred and
intolerance.
The Old Testament: God blessed people with wealth in response to their
faithfulness to him, people thanked God by giving a tithe as offerings to
which some Christians still do this today. The New Testament: focuses
on the dangers of wealth, greed and selfishness. God wants Christians
to focus on higher things as material belongings are only temporary.

Religious
Freedom

Wealth

Most Muslim countries follow the CDHR which incorporates part of Shari’ah law. As
the UDHR is too western. There are 57 states that follow this. All rights and freedoms
stipulated are from Shari’ah law. This is quite a positive step for this area of the world
as examples such as gay rights and sex outside of marriage are still seen as
unacceptable.
Islam teaches that God created everyone and therefore people have equal value .
Most Muslims believe that it is their duty and social responsibility to work for justice
and just causes. It is seen as a virtue. Giving help to the poor is a central belief of
Islam and one of the Five Pillars, Zakah.
The Qur’an teaches that it is the individuals choice whether he or she adopts the
religion of Islam. In some Muslim countries, Christians and Jews have been allowed to
worship their own religion. Whereas in Saudi Arabia, there is little religious freedom
or tolerance of other faiths. Muslims believe that the whole of a person’s life can be
an act of religious expression and worship if it is lived in obedience to God and if the
intention is right. In Britain, Muslims are allowed to worship as they like e.g. build
mosques, create Muslim schools and evangelise.
Muslims believe that all wealth and riches are a blessing from God and should be used
for the benefit of everyone. Muslims have a duty to be obedient and serve God and
wealth can be a distraction. Wealth must be obtained in the right way e.g. through
honest work, property, business or an inheritance e.g. not gambling. Muslims give
2.5% of their savings during Ramadan because of Zakah.

Exploitation

Fair pay: Many people are not paid a minimum wage, and some won’t
be paid. Excessive Interest Loans: those who are poor are vulnerable
and moneylenders target these people. They will give people upfront
money but add an excessive amount on top that they have to pay back.
People trafficking: Criminal gangs force migrants to work in poor
conditions for little pay, hook them on drugs and charge them for their
travel to other countries. They will often end up in industries like
prostitution and cannot get out.

Some people are forced to work long hours for little pay, Muslims regard the
relationship between employers and employees as a brotherhood, where they each
have responsibilities. Shari’ah law protects workers of different faiths and requires
that they are offered adequate sick leave when necessary. Rules vary in the majority
of Muslim countries. People trafficking: Islam does not mention this fully, but is
against slavery and believes it should be eradicated. Living in poverty: Islam
encourages people to work if possible, so that they do not need to rely on Zakah or
Sadaqah.

Giving money
to the poor

Emergency aid is often needed after disasters e.g. earthquakes.
Christians are guided by the key concept of justice ad believe people
should be treated fairly. Fairtrade has been set up to support farmers
and agriculture to help these families. Many Christians support food
banks, soup kitchens etc. There are many charities that have been set
up like Oxfam or the Samaritans.

Muslim Hands: helps British Muslims who are deprived and live in
poverty/exploitation, they try to help women, prisoners, young people , elderly &
drug abusers. Islamic Relief: Provides aid to those living in countries that have
disasters such as earthquakes etc. They help to promote sustainable economic and
social development so that the community can support themselves.
Muslim Aid: 70 countries across Africa, Asia etc. respond to emergency situations
following a disaster, help provide education and give basic necessities

SPANISH – Healthy Living
Section A – Command verbs
(No) Se debe = You must (not)
(No) Se debería = You should (not)
(No) Hay que = it’s (not) necessary to
…comer más fruta = …eat more fruit
…beber menos bebidas azucaradas =
…drink fewer fizzy drinks
…dormir ocho horas a la noche = …sleep
for 8 hours a night
…dejar de fumar = …stop smoking
…fumar = …to smoke
…emborracharse = …to get drunk
…evitar alcohol = avoid alcohol
…lavarse los dientes = brush your teeth
…hacer deporte/ejercicio = do
sport/exercise
…desayunar todos los días = to eat
breakfast every day
…faltar el desayuno = skip breakfast
…tomar vitaminas = take vitamins
Section D – adjectives to describe food
Remember to change the adjective
ending so it agrees with the noun you
want to describe!
Salado = salty
Dulce = sweet
Soso = bland
Sabroso/rico = tasty
Delicioso = delicious Picante = spicy
Sano = healthy
Podrido = rotten
Jugoso = juicy
Agrio = sour
Seco = dry
Ahumado = smoky
Tiene buena pinta = it looks good
Es para chuparse los dedos = t’s finger
licking good

Section C – Food groups

Section B – Comparisons
Mas = more
Menos = less
Tanto* como = as much as *tanto
must agree with the noun –
o/a/os/as
When you use más or menos
followed by a noun you follow this
structure:
Se debe comer menos chocolate. =
You must eat less chocolate
Hay que tomar mas vitaminas = it’s
necessary to take more vitamins
Se debería comer tanta fruta como
verdura = you should eat as much
fruit as veg
Section E – Jugar and hacer

¿Qué contiene(n)? = What does it(they) contain?
Contiene = it contains
Contienen = they contain
Hidratos de carbón = carbohydrates
Proteínas = proteins
Grasas = fat
Vitaminas = vitamins
Minerales = minerals
Fibra = fibre
Azúcar = sugar
Sal = salt
Calcio = calicum
Carne roja = red meat
Lácteos = milk and dairy products
Fruta y verdura = fruit and veg
Cereales y granos = cereals and grain
Pescado = fish

Section F – Imperfect tense
The imperfect tense has a few uses. For this topic we
will use the imperfect tense to mean ‘used to’.
Subject

AR

ER

IR

Subject

Jugar

hacer

Yo

aba

ía

ía

Yo

juego

hago

Tú

abas

ías

ías

Tú

juegas

haces

Él/Ella/
Usted

aba

ía

ía

Él/Ella/
Usted

juega

hace

Nosotros

ábamos

íamos

íamos

Nosotros

jugamos

hacemos

Vosotros

abais

íais

íais

Vosotros

jugáis

hacéis

aban

ían

ían

Ellos/Ellas
/
Ustedes

juegan

hacen

Ellos/Ellas
/
Ustedes

If you get really stuck you can use the verb ‘solía’ which
means ‘I used to’ followed by any infinitive verb.
E.g. Solía bailar = I used to dance.

Section G –
questions
Question words
or interrogatives
always contain an
accent.
Remember to add
¿ before the
question as well
as ? After it.
qué = what
cómo = how
cuándo = when
por qué = why
quién = who
cual = which
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PE
Key terms

Definition

Strength

The ability to lift a maximum
weight in one attempt

Reaction
time

The time between the
presentation of a stimulus and
the onset of movement

Agility

How quickly you can change
direction under control

Speed

The ability of a body to move
quickly

Flexibility

The range of movement possible
at a joint

Power

A combination of speed and
strength

Fitness

A persons ability to meet the
demands of their environment

Health

A state of complete physical,
mental, emotional and social
well-being not merely the
absence of disease of infirmity

KS3 Knowledge organiser- Fitness
Continuous training

Fartlek training

Circuit training

Is Aerobic, has no brakes or
rest [20 minutes or more]
Submaximal exercise improves
cardiovascular and muscular
endurance

form of continuous training.
Varies in pace terrains. Aerobic
and anaerobic. Improves
cardiovascular and muscular
endurance.

contained stations organized in
a circuit, they can be skill or
fitness based aerobic or
anaerobic. The intensity is
measured by circuits, time or
repetitions

Marathon running , cycling,
swimming

Football, Ruby, Netball

Can be adapted to suit all
sports

Interval training

Plyometric training

Weight training

high intense exercise followed
by periods of rest to recover.
Usually anaerobic, can be used
in a variety of locations.
Improves speed but can
improve strength and
cardiovascular endurance

High intensity, short duration.
Breaks between sets . Involves
jumping, bounding and
improves power

A form of interval training.
Involves reps and sets. Weight
provides the resistance.
Improve strength, power and
muscular endurance

Usually for speed it can be
adapted to other sports

Basketball, long jump, hurdles

Weight lifting and used in most
elite sport.

Y9 Design and Technology
Key Vocabulary

Manufacturing processes
Name

Description

Polishing

Rubbing a surface to make it shine and to
enhance its appearance.
Preparing a materials surface ready for its
finish e.g. polishing or painting it.
Cutting out the pieces of material that
you need to make your parts
When cutting out more than one object
that is the same it is useful to make a
template. This is made from paper, card,
metal or plastic and is drawn around
making it quicker and easier to draw the
same object several times, accurately.
How good something is. How well it has
been made, how long it will last for, how
nice it is to use or how nice it looks.
Using a drilling machine to cut a hole
into, or completely through a material.

Smoothing
Cutting out
Templates

Quality

Drilling

Materials
Name

Description and image

Thermoplastics

A group of plastics that can be heated
up and shaped. Because these plastics
have what we call a ‘Plastic Memory’,
they can be reheated and reshaped.
Can also be easily recycled.
A group of plastics that can be heated
up and shaped but once they cool
down they ‘set’ in that shape and
cannot be reshaped again. This means
they are good at resisting heat but
difficult to recycle.
A hard, but brittle, plastic that comes
in a variety of colours and clear, like
glass, used for signs and other objects.

Thermosetting
plastics

Acrylic

Tier 2
Vocabulary

Definition

State

To name or otherwise characterise

Describe

Set out characteristics this maybe a feature, a
pattern, a property or a process. Give some
identification to what it may be like.
Set out purpose or reasons.

Explain

Tools and equipment
Name

Description and image

Files

Made from high carbon steel
and used for smoothing and
shaping softer metals like Steel,
Copper, Brass and Aluminium.
A drill used for creating holes
that is floor mounted and has a
long metal pillar holding it up.
A drill bit is the sharp tool put
into a drill to cut the hole. These
come in a range of different
sizes to create the size of hole
that you need.
A saw with a deep throat (gap
between the frame and blade)
that has a narrow blade. This
allows the saw to be easily
turned so that it can be used to
cut out complicated shapes.
A paper with abrasive metal
granules stuck to it. It is
waterproof so can be used Wet
or Dry. By using it wet the water
helps it slide more thus giving
an even smoother finish.

Pillar drill

Drill bit

Evaluate

Judge from available evidence and consider
several options, ideas or arguments
(Pros/Cons, Advantages/Disadvantages) and
come to a conclusion

Tier 3
Vocabulary

Definition

Control
measures
Target
audience
Challenge

Something used to protect against a specific
danger in a workshop.
The person or people you are designing the
product for.
The push yourself to achieve the very best and
sometimes out of your comfort zone.
The product matches the needs of the end
user/client and is unique to their requirements.
The good or positive things that the product will
bring to the user/client.
Clearly describe the product being designed with
lots of information and clarity.
What the product is designed to do and how well
it performs the task.
What the final product will look like, colours,
textures, shape, patterns, etc.
A detailed list of all the things that need to be
Considered when designing and making a product.

Personalised
Benefits
Annotate
Functionality
Aesthetics
Specification

Coping saw

Wet and dry paper
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Key Vocabulary
Tier 2
Vocabulary

Definition

Key Facts

A short statement describing
the aim/product
Specification A set of detailed points
describing the product
The appearance of the product
Aesthetics
Design Brief

How much a product cost to
make and buy
Customer
Who will buy and/or use the
product
Environment What impact will the product
have on the environment
Cost

Size
Safety

The dimensions and weight of
the product
Is the product safe to use? Are
there any safety hazards?

Function

What the product needs to do

Materials

What is the product made from

Tier 3
Vocabulary

Definition

Analysis

Detailed description using Point,
Evidence Explain
Computer Aided Design
e.g. 2D Design software
Computer Aided Manufacture
e.g. Laser Cutter

CAD
CAM

Year 9 Design and Technology - Engineering

Sustainability Considering the environment
and preserving resources for the
future

Questions:
What unit of
measurement is used in
the workshop?
What tool would you use
to support a piece of
wood whilst cutting?

Answers:
Millimetres (mm) These are part
of the metric system.
(centimetres and metres)

Where does natural
timber come from? Give
an example of a softwood
and a hardwood.

Natural timbers come from trees
and are cut into planks. Examples
are Pine (softwood) and Oak
(hardwood)

What are manufactured
boards? Give examples

Give 3 advantages of
Computer Aided Design

Give 3 disadvantages of
Computer Aided Design

What is Computer Aided
Manufacture and what
are the advantages of it?

A vice

Manufactured boards are made
from a mixture of wood and glue.
They are made into sheets or
boards.
Examples are plywood, MDF and
chipboard.
You can produce accurate
drawings
Files can be shared.
Products can be tested before they
are made.
Expensive to set up
Files can be lost or corrupted
It removes the need for traditional
drawing skills
CAM is using programmable
machines to manufacture
products. This could be a CNC
lathe, milling machine, laser cutter
or 3D printer. They are faster and
more accurate than traditional
methods.

Timbers – Sources and Origins
HARDWOODS
(DECIDUOUS) Sometimes
called Broad-leaf trees.
They lose their leaves in
winter. Hardwoods tend
to be harder than
Softwoods (with the
exception of Balsa Wood)

SOFTWOODS
(CONIFEROUS)
Softwoods are from
trees that have
needles not leaves.
They grow quickly,
compared to most
hardwoods
Softwoods are used
by the construction
industry and are also
used to produce
paper pulp, and card
products.
MANMADE BOARDS Manmade
boards are commonly used in
the construction industry, for
interior fittings and furniture.
The three main types are;
Plywood’s (pictured), MDF
(Medium Density Fibre board)
Chipboard HARDWOODS

Y9 Design Technology - Technical Drawing
Technical Drawing
•
•
•
•
•

The basics of technical drawing
How to use the tools and equipment
used in technical drawing
How to Develop drawing and visualising
skills.
Explore the technique of rendering and
enhancing your drawings.
To develop your skills to produce
complex designs

Key Vocabulary
Tier 2
Vocabulary

Definition

State

To name or otherwise characterise

Describe

Set out characteristics this maybe a feature,
a pattern, a property or a process. Give
some identification to what it may be like.
Set out purpose or reasons.

Explain
Evaluate

Judge from available evidence and consider
several options, ideas or arguments
(Pros/Cons, Advantages/Disadvantages) and
come to a conclusion

Tier 3 Vocabulary

Definition

Sketching

is drawn without any ‘aids’, has no straight edges
or uses any stencils or templates.
A drawing uses straight edges and equipment to
improve clarity and accuracy.
A long narrow mark or band
A line or outline which gradually deviates from
being straight for some or all of its length
A line that goes from right to left or left to right
across the page
A line that goes from bottom to top or top to
bottom on the page.
Two lines running side by side that will never
meet
The quality of being two dimensional
The quality of being Three dimensional
An aid to sketching
Creating the illusion of light, Tone, and texture
using graphic materials
All lines apart from the horizontal and vertical
lines direct towards and meet at the vanishing
point.

Key Diagrams

Drawing
Line
Curve

Horizontal
Vertical
Parallel
2D
3D
Crating
Rendering
Vanishing point

Key Facts
Questions:

Answers:

State what equipment
should be used when
DRAWING a TRIANGLE
correctly.
Describe what makes
an isometric projection
different from a oblique
projection.

Ruler, Compass, Pencil, Paper,
Rubber

An Isometric projection has no
horizontal lines as all lines that
would be horizontal are drawn
at 30⁰. A Oblique projection is
drawn at 45⁰ and can have
horizontal lines because of this.
Explain how to produce 1. Turn the sections into 5
a tonal scale on a curve.
tonal stripes
2. Lightly divide the curved
shape into 5 sections
3. Add colour / shade getting
lighter / darker each time
in each section of the
curve.
4. Carefully blend together
the tones
Shading can give an illusion of
depth to your drawing
Evaluate the difference Advantages
Disadvantages
between a 1 point
perspective and 2 point Conclusion
perspective drawing
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
A – Computational Thinking

C – Logical Operators

B – Programming Vocabulary

Keyword

Definition

Keyword

Definition

Logic

Symbol

Algorithm

A set of step by step instructions that
will solve a problem

Input

Data that is given to the program (what goes in)

Equals

=

Output

What the program will do after it understands or calculates
an instruction (what comes out)

Not Equals

!=

Repetition

Loop and repeat a set of instructions over and over again –
also called iteration

Condition

Greater
than

>

A question that needs to be asked before instructions are
continued. Either TRUE or FALSE answer

Variable

a store for data that is given an appropriate name. Can
store data like text (strings) or whole numbers (Integers)

Less than

<

AND

AND

Logical Operation

comparing one number, text or variables against another
using different mathematical symbols

OR

OR

Decomposition

Break a problem into smaller, simpler
problems that are easy to understand

Sequence

When instructions are presented in
the correct order one after another

Selection

Iteration

When a decision needs to be made
and the next instructions is based on
the decisions outcome
Looping instructions that either stop
after a set amount of loops or repeat
until a condition is met

D – The Scratch Interface

E – Storing Data
Variables and Lists
Sometimes we need computers to
remember the information we give it
and that it calculates during programs.
A variable can be thought of as a box
that the computer can use to store a
value. The value held in that box can
change or ‘vary’. A program can use as
many variables as it needs it to.
All variables are made up of three
parts:
• a name
• a type
• a value
Variables are good if you want to store
one thing but for more you need a list

DRAMA:REHEARSAL TECHNIQUES

You will develop techniques and skills to perform a
scripted piece.

Vocal skills

Definition

Articulation

The ability to make every sound
and consonant clear.

Ellipsis

A series of dots… that indicate a
pause of the intentional
omission of a word, sentence or
whole section from a piece of
text

Physical skills Definition
Body
language
Blocking
Eye contact

The non-verbal way in which a person
communicates their physical and
mental state through using facial
expressions, gesture and posture.
The process of placing performers in a
specific space on stage.
The state in which two people look
directly into one another's eyes.

Facial
expression
Gesture

An aspect of body language, using the
face to convey emotions or feelings.

Gait

How a character walks.
Levels can be created through
position of the body, set or staging
and can reflect relationships.
Small, repeated movements specific
to a character.
When your body is able to recreate
the exact same movements, gestures,
subtleties of a specific piece of
direction, every time.
Acting through body movement
without the use of speech.
The position in which someone holds
their body when standing, sitting or
walking.
The speed of a performer’s
movement.
The distance between performers on
stage that shows the relationship
between characters.
When two or
more people communicate with
or react to each other. This can be
verbally or non-verbally.
Helps an actor to move efficiently and
effectively on stage knowing the
whereabouts of other actors, sets,
props, the limits of the stage and
lighting.
Position of an individual in relation to
another or others, especially in regard
to social or professional standing.

Levels

Mannerisms
Movement
memory
Mime
Posture

Pace
Proxemics

Interaction
with others
Spatial
awareness

Status

Section C Vocabulary

Section B Vocabulary

Section A Vocabulary

Emphasis

A movement of the head, hand or
other body part to express meaning.

The pressure on individual words
that makes them stand out.
Emphasis or stress for a
particular effect is significant
and can change the meaning of a
sentence as well as the feeling
behind it.

Rehearsal techniques
Role on the wall

Hot seating
Improvisation

Improvising is inventing and creating content spontaneously. It's a great way to generate new
ideas and for creating and developing characters, using a variety of useful techniques.
Improvising is also a wonderful way of sharpening acting skills.

Narration

Narrating is adding a spoken commentary for the audience about the action onstage. A narrator is
like a storyteller informing the audience about the plot.

Still image

Freezing the action at a particular moment to fix it in the minds of the audience and ensure its
significance is not lost.
A thought-track is when a character steps out of a scene to address the audience about how
they’re feeling. Sharing thoughts in this way provides deeper insight into the character for an
audience.
A useful technique for exploring any kind of dilemma faced by a character, providing an
opportunity to analyse a decisive moment in greater detail. The class forms two lines facing each
other. One person walks between the lines as each member of the group speaks their advice.
When the character reaches the end of the alley, she makes her decision.

Thought tracking

Conscience Alley
Intonation

The rise and fall of the voice
which can be used to create
meaning. E.g. a rise in intonation
at the end of a line can indicate
a question.

Monotone

A voice that doesn’t change in
pitch or tone.

Projection

A strong, clear and loud voice.

Pace

The speed at which lines are
delivered

Pause

A short break in speech for
dramatic effect

Pitch

How high or low the voice
sounds.

Subtext

The meaning beneath action or
speech. The real feelings of a
character that they many not
show or express to another
character

Tone and vocal colour

The emotional sound of the
voice, e.g. frightened, angry,
joyful.

Volume

How loud or quiet the voice is

Definition
Where you write down your character description, what you think of yourself and what others
think of you. If studying a play you may use quotes to support your ideas of a character. This will
help you to understand your character better
An actor sits in the hot-seat and is questioned in role, spontaneously answering questions they
may not have considered before. Hot-seating helps an actor become more familiar with their role.

Section D Vocabulary
Role
Definition
In theatre there are many production roles. Some of these are made up of those who don’t act on stage, but they
contribute to the development of the performance. All the roles within theatre are equally important as each other. Cooperation, communication and team work are some of the skills needed across all roles in the performing arts industry.
Director

A director is responsible for the overall creative vision of the show.
They have to bring the different elements of the production together
to produce a final production that makes sense to an audience. They
have meetings with the design team at various stages during a
production and they also direct the performers and help them develop
their characters in rehearsals ahead of the final performance.

Actor

The primary responsibility of an actor is to portray a particular
character in each performance they give. They must also be able to
learn lines and take direction. An actor may also be required to sing
and dance, but this depends on the type of production.
Actors will usually audition in front of the director and a casting
director to get their part. They begin their work in the rehearsal room
with the director, before performing on stage in front of an audience.
They must ensure to maintain a high-quality performance each night,
during the run of the show.
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Media and Techniques

Art
Key Vocabulary

The Formal
Elements
Tone

Line

Texture

Observational
drawing
Proportion

Hatching

Cross-hatching

Mark - making

The seven basic ‘building blocks’ that a piece of art
is made from. Colour, Line, Pattern, Shape, Form,
Tone, Texture
Tone is the lightness or darkness of a colour. It is
used in art to suggest 3D form or to create a
dramatic atmosphere.

Sketching Tips

A line has length, width, tone, and texture. It may
divide space, define a form, describe contour, or
suggest direction. You can find a line in every type
of art

It is used to describe the way a three-dimensional
work actually feels when touched. In twodimensional work, such as painting, it may refer to
the visual "feel" of a piece.

Tonal Pencil
Pencil crayon
Oil pastel
Chalk pastel
Fine liner
Dip pen and ink
Watercolour
Acrylic paint
Contour drawing
Monochrome
Pointillism
Collage
Mosaic

Colour Theory Revision

Shading Techniques

When an artist looks closely at something
something and responds to it with a visual
representation.
The size relationship between different parts of a
drawing e.g height compared to width.
Hatching is an artistic technique used to create
tonal or shading effects by drawing closely spaced
parallel lines.
The drawing of two layers of hatching at rightangles to create a mesh-like pattern. Multiple
layers in varying directions can be used to create
textures.
A term used to describe the different lines,
patterns, and textures we create in a piece of art.
It applies to any art material on any surface,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The three primary colours are red, yellow
and blue.
The three secondary colours green,
orange and purple and are created by
mixing two primary colours.
Six tertiary colours are created by mixing
primary and secondary colors.
Complementary color scheme
Colors that are opposite each other on the
color wheel are considered to be
complementary colors (example: red and
green).
The high contrast of complementary colors
creates a vibrant look especially when
used at full saturation. This color scheme
must be managed well so it is not jarring.

Pencil drawing of a shell:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8rVzLMrXE6Y

Watercolour painting if a shell:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-9AeKhJUyE

